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Dear Parents, Carers, Pupils and Friends,

I am delighted to formally announce that after competitive interview, I 

have been appointed as the permanent Head Teacher at Ellon Academy 

and I can assure you of my continued commitment to our young people 

in that I have their safety, well-being and success centred at the heart of 

all I aim to achieve.

Ellon Academy Core Values

After extensive consultation we have agreed on 7 Core Values for Ellon 

Academy and last week I delivered assemblies to pupils to explain each 

one. These will now form the basis of all our work in the future and I am 

extremely pleased at the positive response from pupils, parents, carers 

and staff, so we have adopted these core values which we now wish to 

demonstrate and promote in our school:



Ellon Academy School Uniform

Before you know it, you will be thinking about buying new school clothes over 

the summer and I would like to take the opportunity to thank parents and 

carers for ensuring that most of our learners are adhering to our school 

uniform and dress code. However a small number of learners are not fully 

complying with the code, so here is a reminder of our expectations regarding 

appropriate dress for school:

· White shirt and school tie

· Plain black jumper, cardigan or school logo jumper (large fashion logos 

are not acceptable)

· Black skirt/dress trousers 

· Black shoes/trainers

· Coloured outerwear/hoodies should always be removed in class

Items of clothing which are not acceptable:

· Jeans and denim of any kind, including black

· Trousers/jeans with fashion holes/open slashes 

· Leggings unless they are worn like tights under a skirt

· Coloured hoodies – black only please (coloured hoodies will be treated 

as ‘outdoor wear’ and pupils will be asked to remove these in assemblies and 

in classes

· Tops/jumpers/cardigans/hoodies with large fashion logos
· Hats and hoods should not be worn in school



My Vision for the Ellon Academy Learner Journey

My diagram below simply but clearly demonstrates my vision for our 

learner journey at Ellon Academy, which has a sustained and positive 

destination at its end point. I believe that it is an entitlement for all 

learners to be supported on this journey by school staff, parents and 

carers and our wider community partners in ensuring that all outcomes 

for our young people are fair, equitable and that they develop skills and 

experience quality learning in school.

I hope that you will enjoy reading about our values and aspirations 

for the school and in particular, the many and varied 

achievements or our learners and I hope that you, our pupils and 

our staff have a restful and enjoyable summer holiday.

Yours in partnership,

Pauline Buchan Rector (Twitter - @AcademyEllon)



Over three days from Wednesday 31st May – Friday 2nd June, S1 and S2s participated in

the Wider Achievement Programme, more commonly known as WAP. This is an exciting

annual event where all S1 and S2 pupils get to leave the classroom behind and engage

in a wider range of activities of their choice. Here’s a whistle-stop tour round some of the

activities on offer, as explained by the teachers who organised and ran their particular

activities. We interviewed some teachers about what they did during WAP.

Mr Cruickshank, the Principal Teacher of Technical

Education, led the S1 Camp, a trip that is always well

attended. He explained some of the activities that

the group go up to on the camp. “We went to

Bennachie and did environmental work, pond

dipping and went for a walk. Then we went to

Templers Park and did team games and timed

courses. At night we sang around a campfire and

stayed in tents - for some, it was their first time

sleeping in a tent. Overall, everyone had a brilliant

time!”

S1 Campers enjoying the activities
on offer at Bennachie

Another package on offer was Go-Bad-Fit-Nis. Mr Sellen, an English teacher, told us what

they got up to. This group went to the Meadows for badminton in rotation. The teachers

also did it as well. They also went to Strikers on Thursday and Go-Karting while on the

Friday they played tennis and one last game of football.

There was even a chance for some to learn some martial arts! In Taekwondo, they

started by doing basic kicks and punching moves while doing sequences. They also

played football and dodgeball with an added twist – they had to make use of the

moves they had learned, making the games far more interesting!



For a different option, Mr Bain once again

offered his Comic Books and Graphic Novels

package. He filled us in about what was

going on. “A super-creative bunch worked

on some great pieces of storytelling, firstly

learning the basics of terminology and

practicing with short comic strips of four or

eight panels. Then, as we developed our

skills, we moved on to working with multi-

paged stories using templates of shapes to

build much more complex stories that we had

planned out before hand. On Friday

afternoon, we were treated to a workshop by

the extremely talented Tom Foster, who ran a

workshop on how professional comic artists

operate, turning a script into a comic. He also

left us a wonderful gift of some original

artwork done right before our eyes!”

This is just a flavour of some of the packages

that were on offer during WAP. On behalf of

all the staff involved, we want to pass on our

thanks to the pupils for their excellent

behaviour in representing the school in so

many activities. And, on behalf of all S1s and

S2s, we want to say a huge thank you to all

the staff who made this week a brilliant

experience for us all!!

Callum Souter 2C2



Ellon Academy’s Inter-Disciplinary Learning project is always an interesting part of S2.

The point of interdisciplinary learning is that across the different subject areas that we

have, we spend time working on one common idea, linking our learning across

subjects from one to another. This year, the theme was Scotland and China, and every

subject did something related to this theme.

IDL week took place on the week beginning of the 15th May and it was introduced the

S2 at the assembly prior to IDL week. During this week, lessons focussed on the link

between Scotland and China, and pupils then got to show off what they did on

Tuesday 23rd May in the Sunken Social Area where, during the Enrichment periods,

pupils got to participate in various activities.
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Each subject did something different but based

on the theme for this year. Science were looking

at fireworks and creating a poster in it. They also

did some practical work where pupils worked

out colours in fireworks through the chemicals

used. In Humanities, a replica of the Great Wall

of China was built and posters were made after

researching facts. Modern Languages

researched and presented about the similarities

between Scotland and China, in German or
French.

In Technical, pupils 

made noodle box 

packaging while in P.E. 

pupils took part in an 

Asian Highland Games, 

which was a mixture of 

Scottish and Chinese 

games including Table 
Tennis and Taekwondo. 

In music, pupils were performing Chinese folk songs, whilst in Art they designed a

Chinese plate in the traditional style. Drama introduced pupils to performing a Chinese

folk tale and pupils got to film themselves in various roles. In English, pupils took part in a

quiz on Chinese culture, and also created character profiles for famous people of their

choice, researching their characteristics according to the signs of the zodiac. In Maths,

comparisons were made between populations, sport stadiums, city sizes, amongst

other things. Finally, in Business Education pupils researched Scottish and Chinese

entrepreneurs and made a poster about them.

Thank you to all the subjects for sharing what they are doing for IDL, and thanks

especially to Mrs Leslie of Humanities, who organised this successful day.



We are coming up to the end of our second year in the Ellon Academy Community

Campus, and we feel that it is right that we visit all the departments in the school and

let them have a chance to tell us a little more about themselves. For this edition, we

decided to get to know the friendly faces in Technical Education and Health and

Wellbeing.

The Health and Wellbeing Faculty is made up of the Home Economics and Physical

Education Departments. We interviewed Miss Clarke and Mrs Donald about what they

feel is important about their subjects.

Miss Clarke, one of our H.E. teachers, was questioned about the purpose of her subject.

She explained the importance of H.E.: “For pupils to gain practical skills in cooking and

textiles, also for pupils to learn how food can impact their health.” The second question

for Miss Clarke was, “What skills can be gained from a Home Economics class?” and the

skills that Miss Clarke mentioned were time management skills, organisation skills, basic

The Technical Faculty offer a range of practical and

classroom based subjects, including Design and

Manufacture, Engineering Science, Graphic

Communication, Practical Craft Skills, Practical

Woodwork and Practical Metalwork.

We interviewed Mr Cruickshank and Mrs Seifert,

about the Technical Education Faculty. Firstly, we

asked: “What is the main goal of the Technical

Department?” They replied, “For pupils to get good

grades in exams, get experience in Technical, and

to be creative in the department.” The second

question we asked was, “Why are the Technical

Subjects important to the curriculum?” They

responded by saying, “To give breadth and depth

to a pupil’s learning, and promote good problem

solving”. Another question we asked was “Why,

Technical Faculty

Health and Wellbeing Faculty

when picking subjects, are Technical subjects and Business subjects linked?” The

answer given was, “The classroom based Technical subjects and the Business subjects

are similar and are both technology orientated.” Thank you Mr Cruickshank and Mrs

Seifert for letting us interview them.

Soldering is an important skill in Tech. 



cookery skills and food preparation skills.

We also interviewed Mrs Donald PE, asking her what the main goal is for PE? “To

develop physical ability in all activities and to be able to co-operate & compete

fairly with others." “How can skills from PE be used in a job?” Mrs Donald said “being

able to work with other people, develop leadership skills and give back feedback

are skills that are important in any career”.

Thank you to Mrs Donald & Miss Clarke for letting us interview them for the Newsletter.

New S2 pupils prepared a cooked

breakfast in class, learning about

the safe ways to use a grill and

had a choice of poached, boiled

and scrambled eggs.

Written by Calum Souter (2C2) and 
interviewed by Lewis Gray (3F1)



Ellon Academy Garden

Ellon Academy is pleased to have its very own garden. The caretaker is Miss Swallow

who is working hard alongside the helpful pupil volunteers to make the garden lively

and bright.

In only three weeks, they have shifted the amazing amount of six tonnes of soil to fill

the raised beds for growing fresh fruit and veg for the school. When they first arrived

the garden was only a flat patch of grass. Since then they have built a shed to store

all the tools and put up a poly-tunnel with a patio floor. They are planning to put down

a flat path so as to make the garden fully wheelchair accessible.

On Saturday 18th of March 2017, Gary Dawson from Dinky Diggers, Ellon came to put

in drainage channels for free because the garden was muddy and wet. This

extremely generous gift helped to make sure that our garden continues to thrive. Ellon

Timber have also been of great help by donating the drainage pipes that are to be

put into the trenches. This means that they can lay down paving slabs without them

sinking. The garden is also going to be used for classes who are learning to garden,

varied jobs, Science experiments, Art classes and cooking sessions (barbecues).

They are also hoping to put out a seating area for afternoon concerts and they are

also hoping to have the garden as a bookable resource. They might also pick flowers

to sell to the teachers. Ellon Resource Centre, who work with adults with learning

difficulties, will come once a week throughout the spring and summer months to help

look after the garden. It is great therapy for them to be able to look after the garden

as if it was their own. So a huge thanks to Miss Swallow and the EAGer Bunch

gardening club for their amazing work on the garden.
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Here’s a good look at our 

beautifully maintained 

garden



In March every year at Ellon Academy a group of pupils come together to promote

and educate people about Fairtrade. A stall is set up in our school’s Sunken Social

Area and treats such as cookies, chocolate and jelly beans have been sold. On

Monday 6th of March, all 1st years were served a free breakfast of toast, jam and hot

chocolate; all of which were Fairtrade. On Friday the 10th , ice cream banana sundaes

were sold as well. A big thank you goes out to those pupils who have given up their

lunch to promote such a worthwhile cause!
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Accepting All

Over a course of many years, Ellon Academy has striven to ensure that all of its pupils

feel safe and confident within the school walls. One of the ways that this has been

achieved is by the creation of a pupil run LGBT group called the GTSA, which stands

for the Gay Trans Straight Alliance. This group has been responsible for educating

pupils about acceptance and the terminology that can be used to describe different

genders and sexualities. The GTSA have conducted assemblies over the spring term to

try raise awareness of homophobic behaviour and how it can be tackled. Members of

the group say “our aim is to help LGBT people understand who they are and not what

they are”. The group offer support for each other and regularly discuss bullying,
sexuality and personal acceptance.

Ellon Academy has contributed to this venture for an open and supportive school

community by raising a rainbow flag. For many years rainbow has been the symbol of

the LGBTQ+ community but for Ellon Academy it is a symbol of our acceptance of
every pupil in our school no matter gender or sexuality.
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